We study the existence and uniqueness theorem of a functional Volterra integral equation in the space of Lebesgue integrable on unbounded interval by using the Banach fixed point theorem.
Introduction
The subject of nonlinear integral equation considered as an important branch of mathematics because it is used for solving of many problems such as physics, engineering and economics [1, 2] .
In this paper, we will prove the existence and uniqueness theorem of a functional Volterra integral equation in the space of Lebesgue integrable ( ) on unbounded interval of the kind :
where in the unbounded interval ).
Preliminaries
Let be the field of real number, be the interval ). If is a Lebesgue measurable subset of , then the symbol meas( ) stands for the Lebesgue measure of Further, denote by ( ) the space of all real functions defined and Lebesgue mesurable on the set
The norm of a function ( ) is defined in the standard way by the formula,
Obviously ( ) forms a Banach space under this norm. The space ( ) will be called the lebesgue space. In the case when we will write instead of ( ).
One of the most important operator studied in nonlinear functional analysis is the so called the superposition operator [3] . Now, let us assume that is a given interval, bounded or not.
Definition 2.1 [4] Assume that a function ( ) satisfies the so-called Carathéodory condition, i. e. it is measurable in t for any and continuous in for almost all . Then to every function ( ) which is measurable on we may assign the function ( )( ) ( ( )) . The operator defined in such a way is said to be the superposition operator generated by the function . 
Theorem 2.2 [9] (Banach fixed point theorem).
Let be a closed subset of a Banach space and be a contraction, then has a unique fixed point.
Existence Theorem
Define the operator associated with integral Equation (1.1) take the following form.
(3.1) Where ( )(t) = ( ) ( ( )), ( )(t) = ( ) ∫ ( ) ( ( )) ( ) (t), here ( )(t) = ∫ ( ) ( ) ( ) are linear operator at superposition respectively. We shall treat the equation (3.1) 
.
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Now, for the existence of a unique solution of our equation, we can see the following theorem . Proof : first we will prove that : ( ) ( ), second will prove that is contraction .
Consider the operator as :
Then our equation (3.1) becomes
We notice that by assumption (iii), we have
, to prove that is contraction, 
